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Abstract. One of the main goals of the Dept. of Energy funded SciDAC-Data project is to analyze the more than 410,000 high energy physics datasets that have been collected, generated and defined over the past two decades by experiments using the Fermilab storage facilities. These datasets have been used as the input to over 5.6 million recorded analysis projects, for which detailed analytics have been gathered. The analytics and meta information for these datasets and analysis projects are being combined with knowledge of their part of the HEP analysis chains for major experiments to understand how modern computing and data delivery is being used.

We present the first results of this project, which examine in detail how the CDF, D\textsubscript{0}, NOvA, MINER\textsubscript{v}A and MicroBooNE experiments have organized, classified and consumed petascale datasets to produce their physics results. The results include analysis of the correlations in dataset/file overlap, data usage patterns, data popularity, dataset dependency and temporary dataset consumption. The results provide critical insight into how workflows and data delivery schemes can be combined with different caching strategies to more efficiently perform the work required to mine these large HEP data volumes and to understand the physics analysis requirements for the next generation of HEP computing facilities.

In particular we present a detailed analysis of the NOvA data organization and consumption model corresponding to their first and second oscillation results (2014-2016) and the first look at the analysis of the Tevatron Run II experiments. We present statistical distributions for the characterization of these data and data driven models describing their consumption.

1. Overview
Since the advent of the Tevatron Run II (in experiments such as CDF \cite{1} and D\textsubscript{0} \cite{2}) and extending through the present day with the neutrino physics program (in experiments such as NOvA \cite{3}, MINER\textsubscript{v}A \cite{4} and MicroBooNE \cite{5}) at Fermilab, detailed information on the organization and use of physics data has been collected by the unified data catalog and data management systems used by these experiments and known as Sequential Access via Metadata (SAM) \cite{6,7}. The information contained in the SAM databases represents a rich computing ecosystem that describes the different ways that experiments have organized, generated and consumed data as well as how the supporting computing and data handling infrastructure have shaped these characteristics.

The SciDAC-Data project was started to examine this information in order to provide data-driven descriptions of High Energy Physics (HEP) workflows and data management \cite{8}. These
descriptions are serving as the basis of models that are being developed to understand the scaling characteristics of current and future computing facilities. The data and analysis being presented have been converted into generalized distributions that are being used as the inputs to simulations of the Fermilab grid computing environment [9]. The data has also been released as a public dataset which is made available to the HEP and computing communities to aid in similar modeling and understanding of use cases in HEP [10].

2. SAM Data Handling System

The SAM data handling system was initially developed during Tevatron Run II [11] to serve as a unified data catalog/replica catalog that could provide related data files into “datasets” based on metadata selection criteria. The unification of the formal metadata based data catalog, with the location awareness of the replica catalog within SAM, and with a workflow level bookkeeping interface, allows the system to schedule and provide optimized delivery of files to production/analysis level tasks. In particular the system is able to optimize the restoration of data from slow archival media (tape) and manage or interact with disk caching layers in front of the slow archival systems.

Central to this functionality, SAM operates with the concept of a “dataset” defined as a logical selection criteria applied to the metadata associated with each individual file in the data catalog. This selection criteria is then evaluated at run/processing time against the current state of the data catalog to obtain a collection of zero or more files matching the criteria. This collection is referred to as a snapshot and represents the deterministic evaluation of the dataset at a specific point in time.

When an analysis is being performed against a given “dataset”, the workflow management and bookkeeping portions of the SAM system perform this evaluation and then start a corresponding “project” that gives analysis clients work. Each client connects to the project and requests “the next file” in the dataset that is available for analysis. In this manner the system does not rely on pre-placement of data (data is instead delivered to the compute element that is to perform the work) and files are delivered in an order that is optimal and meets the requirements for the high latency storage systems (e.g. groups of files from the same physical tape are staged in together and then dispatched to the client compute nodes when ready). This system can fully leverage cache layers and performs predictive pre-staging or “look ahead” to keep the analysis pipelines near full capacity.

2.1. Dataset Organization and Metadata

The SAM data catalog contains a highly extensible schema to allow for the classification and organization of the experiment’s data. The general organization of the metadata falls into two generalized categories A) core/physical characteristics and B) physics and user defined characteristics. The core metadata includes such parameters as the creation/start/end times of the files, file sizes, file format, data integrity checksums, data tier to which the data belongs, number of “events” contained in the file and other similar fields. The physics metadata in contrast contains values ranging from the state/configuration of the accelerator beam to information on the Monte Carlo generators used for simulation files. Figure 1 shows the number of custom metadata parameters currently in use by a selection of Fermilab hosted experiments that are actively using the SAM system for analysis or simulation (left) and the number of datasets that each experiment has defined based on these parameters (right).

For the NOvA experiment there are over 140 parameters in this general category that can be selected against when constructing a dataset, CDF has 214 parameters while MicroBooNE, MINOS, MINERvA and Mu2e have less than 100. The D0 experiment had over 700 physics parameters that were used by the experiment to describe their data. This relatively high number of parameters in D0 in comparison to other experiments reflects the fact that D0 integrated many
Figure 1. Number of metadata parameters (left) and total number of datasets (right) defined by Fermilab experiments from 2004-2016 (left).

of their MC parameters into the SAM database as metadata and used them for its bookkeeping. However, in practice, the experiments use less than 100 parameters to do their queries.

The number of datasets created by using these parameters ranges from hundreds to millions. A new experiment like MicroBooNE\(^1\), has almost 7 million registered datasets, while long running experiments like CDF and \(D_0\) have around 800,000 and 10 million datasets, respectively\(^2\). MINOS and MINER\(\nu\)A, long running neutrino experiments \(^3\), have 5,000 and 800 datasets, respectively. In contrast, a relatively new experiment like NO\(\nu\)A\(^4\) has more than 60,000 datasets. On the other side, Mu2e has around 1,000 datasets \(^5\). These values show the various stages of SAM catalog and the differences in the treatment of the datasets across experiments. For instance, MINER\(\nu\)A likely makes few production-grade datasets while MicroBooNE has an open dataset creation policy.

The actual fraction of datasets used by each experiment under study is shown in Fig. 2 and it is calculated as the ratio between the number of datasets that have had one or more registered analysis project running against them over the total number of registered datasets for the experiment. Most of the experiments have more than 30% dataset usage fraction. Particularly, CDF and MINOS have high usage fraction (>70%). However, MicroBooNE has a much lower usage fraction (~10%). This reflects the fact that this experiment uses the dataset definition in a way of bookkeeping for different stages of their analysis workflow. Many of the datasets are not directly used for analysis, instead they are used to form higher levels datasets, which in turn are used by end users for analysis.

2.2. Analysis

After an overview of the data organization within each experiment under study, CDF, \(D_0\), NO\(\nu\)A, MINER\(\nu\)A and MicroBooNE experiments, we analyze how this data is consumed. Figure 3 (left) summarizes the variations in the number of files that datasets contain, as well as the owners of the datasets. Most of the datasets have less 1,000 files, dedicated specially for testing and short studies conducted by the analyzers. The long distribution tail corresponds to different analysis goals when organizing the data. Particularly, datasets with very high number of files relative to average for experiments are likely to be created to contain all data taken or simulated

\(^1\) MicroBooNE was fully constructed and began data taking in July 2015.

\(^2\) CDF started their operations in 1985 and \(D_0\) in 1992.

\(^3\) MINOS was fully operational in 2005 while MINER\(\nu\)A began taking data in 2009.

\(^4\) NO\(\nu\)A started taking data in their main detectors in 2013.

\(^5\) Mu2e is expected to be commissioning in 2019.
Figure 2. Usage fractions for datasets defined by experiments. The usage fraction is defined as the number of datasets against which there is at least one analysis project divided by the total number of datasets defined by the experiment.

Figure 3. Distributions representing the organization of data within the CDF, D0, NOvA, MINERvA and MicroBooNE experiments. The distributions show the number of unique files that belong to each dataset that was defined by the experiments (left) and the total size of datasets defined and used by the experiments (right).

and used for final physics results to be released publicly.

Figure 3 (right) shows the dataset sizes in Gigabytes (GB) defined and used by the experiments. The distributions have a characteristic peak at a few GB and a long tail extended to hundreds of Terabytes (TB). This is related, approximately, to the distribution of number of files per dataset seen in Fig. 3 (left) and to the ways the different data tiers are generated. For example, datasets that correspond to raw data or reconstruction might contain larger amount of information and the resulting outputs, after applying complex algorithms to extract physics variables, go to smaller analysis files which usually have higher reusage comparing to raw and reconstruction datasets.

The dataset size distributions between experiments also varies due to the type of the experiments. While Intensity Frontier experiments (such as the neutrino experiments: NOvA, MINERvA and MicroBooNE) constantly increase their datasets’ volume by adding more files for final results, collider experiments (such as CDF and D0) generally split their datasets in independent runs and physics channels in their study. Another reason for different dataset sizes within the same experiment can be the experiment lifetime. Typically HEP experiments run for years and there are always upgrades to increase the amount of data that they are taking. This effect will naturally result in larger datasets and the tail in the distribution for Intensity Frontier experiments will continue grow since those experiments are currently taking data.

Another way to look at how the experiments organized their data is looking at the dataset
Figure 4. Correlation matrix representing the fractional (Left) and absolute (Right) overlap (in number of files) between 500 most popular datasets for the NOvA Experiment.

correlations. Depending on their definitions, some of the files may be shared between different datasets. Figure 4 shows the fractional (left) and absolute (right) overlap (in number of files) between datasets for the NOvA experiment (an identification number has been assigned to each dataset). We found that the correlation is high for this experiment: 21% of datasets overlap with at least one other dataset, in comparison with other experiments like D0 that has only 1.2% correlation. This difference can be explained by the fact that NOvA has fewer parameters than D0 and, as was mentioned before, collider experiments generally separate their data in independent samples.

The number of times that a dataset was processed by an analysis application is shown in Fig. 5. The high dataset reusage values in CDF and D0 might reflect the fact that those experiments are in their final stage of analysis rerunning against the datasets after optimizing each step of the data and simulation process. Conversely, experiments that are currently taking data are implementing new analysis methods or better reconstruction algorithms and they are likely creating new datasets constantly. This is related to the time between successive analysis projects being started on a dataset that can be seen in Fig. 6. The datasets are highly used in analysis project within a few months. We can also relate these distributions with the effective operational lifetime of the dataset (i.e. time until the dataset is no longer being actively analyzed) shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 shows the time series of observed user requested analysis projects of datasets per data tier for the NOvA experiment. The total data considered in this study spans over 1,620 days (from October 2011 to April 2016), however, the figure starts a few days before the beginning of the fully operational main detector (October 2013) ⁶.

The structure of this time series corresponds to the priority of the file production along NOvA history and illustrates, from the user perspective, the relation between the data tiers and the workflows from unpacking the raw data or MC generation up to the particle identification (PID) stage in terms of the time request for data and MC. The location and sequence of every peak matches different production campaigns. For example, a MC calibration effort (at 980 days) is followed by a peak in the MC reconstruction (at 1,050 days) which, in turn, is followed by a MC ⁶ The first part of the distribution (not shown in the figure), from 0 to 600 days, corresponds to the detector prototype data that was used to study the performance of the detector systems.
Figure 5. Distribution of the number of times that a given dataset was processed by an analysis application for the NOvA, MINERvA, MicroBooNE, CDF and $D_0$ experiments.

Figure 6. Distribution of the time ($\Delta T$) between successive analysis projects being started on a dataset for the NOvA, MicroBooNE and MINERvA experiments. The distribution is related to the effective operational lifetime of the dataset (i.e. time until the dataset is no longer being actively analyzed).

particle PID stage (at 1,080 days).
3. Summary
The first results of the SciDAC-Data project have been presented in detail. We analyzed the dataset organization, classification and consumption of the Tevatron Run II and the current neutrino experiments using the information from SAM data handling system. We have been particularly focused on data usage patterns as well as temporary dataset consumption and correlations.

The results of this analysis provide critical insight to improve the Fermilab grid computing environment and it has been used as an input for data driven simulations of the large HEP
computing consumption and infrastructure [9]. This study also helps to understand the requirements for the next generation of HEP computing facilities.
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